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Abstract
Interestingly despite the fact that, make indistinguishable forensics is a comparatively a reduced
duced amount of
understood topic. In the event that a cloud service, cloud server, or client device has been compromised or
involved in malicious cyber activity (e.g. used to host illegal contents such as radicalization equipment,
equipment or manner
concentrated denial
nial of service (DDoS) attacks) , investigators require to be able to accomplish forensic analysis
in categorize to “reply the six enter questions of an unpleasant incident - could you repeat that?,, why, how, who,
at what time, and anywhere”.

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem with such data is that we must trust the make unclear repair supplier to give us the
right information. They strength give us false information or hold back some very important
information. For Securing Cloud and making a Investig
Investigation
ation A Log Management is a record of
all the activities and events occurring and processed within an industry, organizations,
application or system or software or network.

Fig:1 Secure Cloud Computing Structure
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Logging of activities is important aspect because log information can be second-hand intended
for decision making and troubleshooting of problems occurred at the time of working and also
helps in fine tuning of system performance and identify various users who are violating
policies. Project proposes an enhanced Secure Log Management for securing user activities
from malicious attacks.
Log records play a significant role in digital forensic examination of systems. To maintain log
security and provide protecting from attackers we design a integrated novel log security
algorithm which provides security to log files at all times. As the log files contain sensitive
information we require confidentiality and privacy of log records is an important.
II. IMPRESSION OF SAFETY MEASURES INSIDE CLOUD ORGANIZATIONS
Designing and deploying a secure logging Software involves significant capital expenses that
many organizations may find irresistible overwhelming. Our proposed Delegating register
board provides viable cost saving measure. The project identifies a novel frame work for a
challenging secure cloud base log organization service. . Keywords - Watermarking, Haar
Wavelet, DWT, PSNR I.
Introduction STD paper format typescript should be 10 in period new roman with single
spacing.In recent years, the accessing of multimedia data or digital information has become
very easy because of the fast development of the Internet. In other words, this development
makes unauthorized distribution of multimedia data. For the protection of multimedia data, a
solution known as watermarking is used.

Fig:2 Secure Cloud Computing Structure in organization
After the approximate 20 years' research, different kinds of watermarking algorithm based on
different theory concepts were introduced [1-3]. A digital watermark encodes the owner certify
in sequence and embed it keen on data. Watermarking might be used to recognize the image
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III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
2.1 Extending SecLaaS, we propose a secure cloud logging scheme, Cloud register assure
reliability and confidentiality (CLASS), designed to ensure CSP accountability (i.e.
writing the correct information to the log) and preserve the user's privacy. Specifically, we
include the capability for the consumer to verify the accuracy of their log. To do this, the log
will be encrypted by the user's public key (rather than the agenc
agency's public key).
To avoid introducing unnecessary delays to the forensic investigation, during user registration
with the cloud service, both the CSP and the user will collectively choose a
community/confidential key pair referred to as content concealing key (CC-key)
(CC key) for the user.
The corresponding (content concealing) private key will be shared with other CSPs secret
sharing schemes.

Fig:3 Effective collective impact
This would allow the private
ivate key to be regenerated whenever necessary. We also demonstrate
how we can leverage Rabin's fingerprint along with bloom filter in PPL generation to establish
log veracity. We then implement CLASS in Open Stack and evaluate its performance.
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IV.CONCLUSION
CLASS conserve the solitude of blur users by encrypting blur firewood by means of a
community key of the individual consumer at the same time as also facilitating log retrieval in
the event of an investigation. Moreover, it ensures accountability of the cloud server by
allowing the user to identify any log modification. This has the additional effect of preventing a
user from repudiating entries in his be in possession of log once the log has had its PPL
established.
Our implementation on Open Stack demonstrates the feasibility and practicality of the
proposed scheme. The experimental results show an improvement in efficiency thanks to the
features of the CLASS scheme, particularly in verification phase Normally logs are low-level
data and hard for the common user to appreciate what exactly those logs signify.
Thus, we will explore leveraging big data techniques to facilitate user retrieval and
visualization of information from log data. To ease searching, we kept some crucial and
sensitive information in plaintext format. This makes them vulnerable to be exposure. Thus,
designing secure and efficient searchable encryption would increase in length this occupation.
There is also the require intended for an online trustworthiness organization designed to
expand faith and trustworthiness of a make unclear consumer so with the intention of the CSP
can make possible stricter audit policy for low-trust users in judgment to high-trust users.
ingenuous and implementing a prototype of the wished-for scheme in partnership with a realworld CSP, with the aspire of evaluate its utility (e.g. performance and scalability) in a
real-world environment.
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